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In 2001, the Trump Organization, the company led by U.S. presidential
candidate Donald Trump, licensed its name to the Trump Tower
Toronto. The Trump Tower Toronto is funded by the
Russian-Canadian billionaire Alex Shnaider of Talon International
Development Inc., who used $500
million of Midland Resources Holding Inc, an offshore company
trading Ukrainian steel and operating office buildings and a casino in
downtown Moscow.
Footage of grand opening Trump International Hotel & Tower, Toronto
- Ground Breaking Event!! https://youtu.be/2pgMtRmf7xo  via
@YouTube

Trump International Hotel & Tower, Toronto - Ground
Breaking Event!!
https://t.co/gBy9Jdd5vL
The Ground Breaking Ceremony at the Trump International Hotel &
Tower, Toronto. Donald Trump and business partners, Val Levitan
and Alex Shnaider, marked the...
Alex Shnaider, chairman of Talon International, co-owns Midland
Resources Holding Inc. with his business partner of twenty years
Eduard Shifrin, a Ukrainian billionaire.

https://t.co/D04JjpHhrv
A Trump Tower Goes Bust in Canada
SHNAIDER, SHIFRIN, PUTIN - On October 26th, 2016, Eduard Shifrin, a
Ukrainian citizen based in London received Russian citizenship by the
personal decree of Vladimir Putin.

In 2005, Shnaider spent $50 million to buy the
Jordan Formula One. He renamed it to Midland F1
Racing and registered it as the first Russian
Formula One team. The team was presented at a
launch in Moscow’s Red Square.
The Russian President Vladimir Putin on the guest
list. “Putin will be there,” Shnaider told Forbes.

http://www.grandprix.com/ns/ns14142.html

Midland keen on Davidson
 eurosport.com/formula-1/midl
http://www.

… via @

and-keen-on-davidson_sto680352/story.shtml#com-tw-sh 

https://t.co/7YARCHn173
About a thousand people were flown to the party on
Red Square, organized by the Kremlin state unitary
enterprise, the head of the Kremlin supervisory
service, Ministry of the Interior and similar state
agencies. Shnaider’s co-owners were Alexander
Radunsky and Boris Yeltsin, the grandson of the

Russian president Boris Yeltsin. The Moscow

Patriarch Alexey II (an alleged KGB agent and
close connection of Putin) blessed the presentation
so it became the second event on Red Square to be
blessed by the Patriarch.

https://www.theguardian.com/world/1999/feb/12/1
?CMP=share_btn_tw
Russian Patriarch 'was KGB spy' A secret
Soviet-era document uncovered in Estonia
suggests that Patriarch Alexy II, the head of the
Russian Orthodox Church and spiritual leader of
... theguardian.com
Russian newspaper Izvestia, owned by a vast holding
company with close ties to the government, published
an article covering the event, “Shnaider Promises to

Sing the Russian Anthem.”

Шнайдер пообещал спеть российский гимн Известия  izvestia.ru/news/300127
http://

Translated from Russian by  Wrong translation?
Bing

Schneider promised to sing the Russian anthem-News
http://izvestia.ru/news/300127
Putin and Formula One have a long history. Bernie Ecclestone of
Formula One has endorsed Trump for president.

Путин за рулем Формулы-1 (полная версия)
https://youtu.be/JB2W2T6Y6VE  via @YouTube

Putin behind the wheel of Formula-1 (full version)
https://youtu.be/JB2W2T6Y6VE via @YouTube

HISTORY OF MAFIA CONNECTIONS AND KGB TIES
Shnaider’s father-in-law, Boris Birshtein, and lifelong
business partner is allegedly a (double) agent of the
KGB and Mossad.”
THE INVISIBLE MAN /via @globeandmail @globeandmail



groups.google.com/forum/#!origin

https://

a

A Canadian, Swiss and Israeli citizen born in the
USSR, Birshtein is a founder of Seabeco Group, a
company known for theft and money laundering in
Russia, Kirghistan, Moldova and Ukraine, its close
connections with organized crime, assassinations,
and political manipulations. Birshtein was accused of
fraud and money-laundering in Russia, Canada,
Belgium and Switzerland. FBI has linked Birshtein to

organized crime.

Seabeco is known to be founded by the KGB as
an international trading company in 1983 to
smuggle the Communist Party’s hidden gold out of
the USSR.

https://books.google.se/books?id=tV6JaNbO

MB

Seabeco used the old KGB script to transfer party
property abroad: non-existing investors and
shady offshore companies partnered with the
Russian ventures. Seabeco network created by the
order of the KGB chief Vladimir Kruchkov allowed to

finance secret service projects and launder
money.

https://t.co/EXZmRhe0eJ

Vladimir Kryuchkov, Ex-Chief of K.G.B., Dies at 83

Mr. Kryuchkov helped to spearhead a coup against
Mikhail S. Gorbachev in 1991 that collapsed after only
three days.
Nytimes.com
In 1993 a big scandal around Seabeco shook Russia.
Allegations included billions of laundered dollars,
seven million tons of unaccounted oil export,

corruption of major Russian politicians and secret
Swiss accounts, as well as organized crime.
https://t.co/NYTE0rvWG0
Seabeco’s co-owner and Birshtein’s partner
Sergey Mikhailov is an alleged head of the
Russian gang Solntsevo, the biggest and most
powerful crime syndicate of the Russian mafia.
https://t.co/oasMcuCJ87

Birshtein and Mikhailov jointly controlled at least one
company, MAB International, registered in Belgium,
according to Swiss police. Birshtein was investigated
by Antwerp police for suspected money-laundering.
Mikhailov was arrested in Geneva in October 1996,
charged and tried for alleged money-laundering

and for being a member of an organised crime

organisation but was acquitted in December 1998
for and tried for alleged money-laundering and for
being a member of an organised crime
organisation but was acquitted in December 1998
for lack of evidence. He is said to be a personal friend
of Putin’s and on his website claims to be awarded by
the Russian president in person. A New Breed of
Gangster Is Globalizing Russian Crime - latimes
http://articles.latimes.com/1998/sep/23/news/mn-25630
… via @latimes  p://willzuzak.ca/lp/clover01.html …
htt

How I Came To My Opinion On Donald Trump | Dana
Loesch Radio
//danaloeschradio.com/how-i-came-to-my-opinion-on-

http:

donald-trump#.WJouheBnmQc.twitter … via
@DLoesch

In 1996 the FBI reported that Birshtein hosted “a
summit meeting of Russian organised crime figures”
at his office in Tel Aviv from October 1
 0–19, 1995.
In 2008, Birshtein collaborated with the FBI on Robert
and Putin’s close ally Oleg Deripaska’s entry into the

0

US despite of the organized crime status. Levinson, a
CIA spy who disappeared in Iran in 2007, was an
expert on the Russian organized crime and had
previous contacts with Birshtein.
Levinson’s case, negotiating the conditions of the
Russian billionaire https://t.co/0NqfizztMC

Since his disappearance in March 2007, United
States officials have publicly insisted that Mr.
Levinson went to Iran as a private investigator
working a cigarette smuggling case. In fact he was
also a contractor for the C.I.A. As the real purpose
of his mission became known within the
government, it led to a scandal within the C.I.A. in
which three agency officials lost their jobs, for, in

effect, using Mr. Levinson as part of an
unauthorized spying operation.
RUSSIA: KREMLIN, KGB AND OLIGARCHS - In 1993
Boris Yeltsin met Birshtein who was introduced to him
as a KGB agent. He wrote about it in his book of
memoirs. Nikolay Kruchina, the Communist Party
executive responsible for its assets, supervised
Seabeco’s acitivity, according to the Russian media.

On August 28, 1991, Kruchina died as a result of
falling out of the window of his apartment in
Moscow. During the next three months 1,746
alleged suicides of party officials owning secret
foreign bank accounts took place in the former USSR.
By 1992 Victor Barannikov, Director of the Federal
Security Agency of the Russian Federation,
supervised Seabeco. In 1993 Barannikov became a
part of the so-called Seabeko scandal. It was alleged
that Birshtein wanted Barannikov to convince a
member of Yeltsin’s cabinet to promote one of his

firms; that Birshtein had financed Mrs
Barannikov’s trip; and that she had accepted
Birshtein’s gifts, Barannikov was fired.
OBITUARY : Viktor Barannikov
Viktor Barannikov rocketed from obscurity as a police officer to being
Minister of the Interior of the Soviet Union, under Mikhail Gorbachev,
and then Minister of S...
Independent.co.uk

In May 1994, the Committee on fighting the organized
crime and corruption called Seabeco “an octopus
entangling the Russian economy.” MOLDOVA
In Moldova, a small impoverished republic on the
periphery of the former Soviet Union, Birshtein’s joint
venture was headed by the republican president’s
son-in-law, according to the Financial Post (Toronto).
The former Communist party hotel renamed to the
Seabeco Hotel became the only hotel for western
businessmen and visiting officials in the capital. The
joint venture enjoyed various import-duty exemptions,
and the rare right to set up casinos. Birshtein, the
Group Chairman at Supreme Economic Council under
the President of Moldova, transferred control of
Moldova’s largest commercial bank to Canada, using

a network of Dublin-based companies. In return for
propping up Eximbank’s capital base with more than
$1 million in foreign currency, Birshtein was granted a
special exception to the laws governing Moldovan
banks, allowing him to move his shares to offshore
companies. He also owned television and radio
stations, three newspapers, a chain of duty-free shops
and a long list of other businesses. Birshtein claimed
that in 1992 he flew his Seabeco associates, the
Russian vice-president, Alexander Rutskoi and
Barannikov, the Minister of Interior Affairs, in his
private jet to the capital of Molodova to meet Snegur,
the president of Moldova in order to settle an armed
conflict over Moldova’s Russian-speaking enclave of
Dnestr. Russian General Alexader Lebed was the
commander of the Moldova-based army in charge of
the conflict and met with Rutskoi to negotiate the
plan. General Lebed later unsuccessfully ran for
president in a 1996 campaign infamously stating that
Russia could benefit from a military dictatorship and

praising Pinochet.

In 1997 Lebed met Donald Trump.
http://www.nytimes.com/1997/01/23/world/unlikely-me
eting-of-minds-lebed-meets-the-donald.html?smid=twshare

Unlikely Meeting of Minds: Lebed Meets The Donald
Aleksandr I Lebed, in New York City to court investors and apparently to further bid to
succeed ailing Russian Pres Boris N Yeltsin, meets with developer Donald Tr...
nytimes.com

In 1998 Lebed became a governor and worked with
Vladimir Putin. In April 2002 he “happened” to die in a
helicopter crash. Trump's Kremlin connections LB.ua

http://en.lb.ua/news/2016/07/27/1483_trumps_kremlin_
connections.html … via @lb_ua

Putin and Lebed

In 2010 anonymous Russian investors bought
Zaporozhstal shares from Shnaider’s Midland.
Vnesheconombank, a Russian state corporation,
financed these investors and thus took control over
the plant. Vnesheconombank is a former Soviet bank
operating with no Russian banking license and is not
subject to the law on banks and banking activities. Its
supervisory board is chaired by Putin. In Ukraine,
Birshtein helped to finance presidential campaigns of
Leonid Kuchma and Vladimir Yanukovich, Putin’s
puppets. A Belgian investigation into Russian mafia
money-laundering has discovered that he donated
more than $3 million to Kuchma’s 1994 election
campaign.
Putin and Kuchma

Later, a political scandal revealed that a close adviser
of then-president Leonid Kuchma owned $15 million
in foreign bank accounts, with $5 million coming from
Seabeco or its associates.

